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TYPHOON WARREN (26W)

Typhoon Warren was the most erratic
moving tropical cyclone of 1984. The system
was the subject of two TCFAS. It made both
a cyclonic and anticyclonic loop and varied
in speed from quasi-stationary for 12 hours
to 8 kt (15 m/s). Warren’s erratic move-
ments were due to interactions with eastward
moving mid-latitude troughs and Super
Typhoon Vanessa and due to its location in
the monsoon trough.

The precursor of Warren appeared late
on 17 October as an area of poorly organized
convection at the trailing end of a shear
line approximately 300 nm (556 km) northeast
of Mindanao. Synoptic data at the time
indicated that a broad 15 to 25 kt (8 to 13
m/s) circulation was collocated with the
convection and embedded in the monsoon
trough. Over the next 24 hours the convec-
tion persisted and appeared to be separating
from the shear zone while increasing
slightly in organization and intensity.
This prompted the first TCFA to be issued at
1815002. Aircraft reconnaissance
investigated the alert area at 1901592 and
found a broad weak surface circulation with
an MSLP of 1006 mb. Satellite imagery now
showed the convection to be decreasing which
was confirmed by the ARWO who reported that
no significant convection was directly
associated with the disturbance. The TCFA
was cancelled at 1911302 based on the lack
of persistent significant convection near
the low-level center, strong upper-level
easterly winds over the region, and the
proximity of the disturbance to land.

Over the next several days the surface
circulation weakened and moved west-southwest
along the trough axis across the Philippines
and entered the South China Sea on 22

.!..,., .! .

October. During this period synoptic data
indicated that several weak circulations
were embedded in the monsoon trough. Late
on 22 October the tropospheric pattern
became more favorable for development.
Synoptic data showed that west of Palawan a
strong northeast monsoon outbreak combined
with a moderate southwest monsoon to the
south had produced a well-defined surface
circulation. Meanwhile, upper-level
diffluence developed over the South China
Sea on the western edge of an anticyclone
located east 05 Luzon (Figure 3-26-l).

On 23 October the disturbance rapidly
developed. Satellite imagery at 2303002
showed that an exposed low-level circulation
center was present some 30 to 60 nm (56 to
111 km) southeast of the developing intense
convection. Satellite data also indicated
that the tightly wrapped surface circulation
was moving north towards the convection.
The 30 to 40 kt (15 to 21 m,’s)east-
southeast upper-level wind over the
disturbance, while providing some diffluence,
which contributed towards development, also
hindered the surface circulation from
aligning with the convection. At 2306002
the disturbance was again mentioned on the
AEEH, followed several hours later by the
second TCFA at 2311OOZ. With continued
development evident, the first warning was
issued at 18002. Infrared satellite imagery
at the time of the first warning indicated
the surface center was now located on the
eastern edge of the Central Dense Overcast
(CDO). Although Dvorak satellite intensity
analysis on the 2318002 infrared imagery
indicated that 35 kt (18 m/s) winds were
present, JTWC did not upgrade Warren from

Figuze3-26-1. 200 mb anatqdh at 230000ZCkiobet.
The di6@ence oueAthe SouthChina-% wab
@@ient .too-Mow(daz.tento develop, d-thoughit
wouldtieh tindctthe .Low-levztci,tcu.htion~nom
bewning coticated with the convection.
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depression status until 12 hours later when
visual imagery confirmed that the upgrade
was warranted. Post analysis indicates
this upgrade should have occurred at
2318002. Warren and the monsoon trough
moved north over the next 18 hours. Visual
satellite imagery showed that a partially
exposed low-level circulation center was
now evident on the northeast edge of the
convection.

Between 2406002 and 2700002 Warren
moved erratically. It did a small cyclonic
loop on the 24th and 25th, before resuming
a slow westward course followed by a turn
to the north and a 12-hour quasi-stationary
period between 2612002 and 2700002. This
erratic movement was partially due to
Warren’s remaining embedded in the monsoon
trough and the passage of a mid-latitude
trough to the north.

During this period, despite the strong
uPPer-level easterly winds which kept
nearly all the convection west of the low-
level center, Warren strengthened to
typhoon intensity. Aircraft reconnaissance
at 2603302 found a band of 60 to 70 kt
(31 to 36 m/s) surface winds in the south
semicircle of Warren. These winds we= the
result of the southwest monsoon enhancing
Warren’s circulation. Warren maintained
this minimum 65 kt (33 m/s) typhoon
intensity through 2818002.

Warren became quasi-stationary at
2612002. At this time Super Typhoon
Vanessa (located some 960 nm (1778 km) to
the east of Warren in the central Philippine
Sea) was moving towards the northwest.
Warren,now came under the influence of
Vanessa’s large inflow and a mid-latitude
trough passing to the north. (This trough
would also be responsible for Vanessa’s
recurvature) . Warren responded by turning
to the east-northeast and accelerating to
7 kt (13 km/hr) (Figure 3-26-2). This
placed the Philippine Islands north of 14N
including Clark AB and the Subic Bay Naval
Facilities in imminent danger of being hit
by Warren. As a result, all Navy and Air
Force Bases in the region were placed in
Condition of Readiness I early on the 28th.
Fortunately, Warren’s interaction with
Vanessa and the mid-latitude trough was
short-lived sparing the Philippines a direct
hit. On 28 October, with Vanessa recurving
and the trough axis to the east, Warren
slowed and commenced an anticyclonic turn
back to the west. At its closest point of
approach, Warren was 120 nm (222 km) west-
northwest of Clark AB (WMO 98327). As the
effects of the trough and Vanessa eased,
Warren completed its turn to the west on
29 October. The highest wind reported at
Clark AB was 22 kt (11 m/s) at 2820552, with
the total rainfall on 28 and 29 October
reaching 8.74 inches (222 mm) . No signifi-
cant damage was reported at any of the
military bases.

Figwce3-26-2. TyphoonWattenaA i.tmovedZO tht
eat-notiheut undti$he in&.%enceo{ SupeATyphoon
VanebAa. Note the e{ {e& 06 the &thonguppefL-JQvet
otifjlow &.om Vanebha &Ap.ta&ng O)~enjh wnuetion
to .thewe6.t (2723262OctobtiNOM V.i611d .imqy2hy]:



Other coastal areas and marine
interests were not nearly as fortunate.
Heavy rains caused landslides in several
coastal towns killing at least 42 people.
High seas capsized and sank the inter-
island passenger ferry, MV VENUS (746 tons)
on 28 October off Torrijos and Bondoc
Peninsula. About 36 people were killed but
at least 213 passengers were saved. In
addition, a 930 ton ship, the Lorenzo
Container VIII was sunk on 28 October near
14.ON 120.6E, with eight crew members listed
as missing.

Ridging developed in the low to mid-
levels in wake of the mid-latitude trough
passage. The subtropical ridge now became
anchored across the northern part of the
South China Sea. Another surge of the
northeast monsoon entered the South China
Sea on 29 October and began to expand
Warren’s wind radii in the northern
semicircle. Aircraft data indicated that
Warren was beginning to weaken as it drew
cooler, dryer air into its center. The ARWO
reported that the center was surrounded by
stratocumulus clouds. This was also evident
on satellite imagery as the convection began
to decrease in intensity. The deep-layered
northeast monsoon flow pushed Warren’s low-
level circulation to the west-southwest on

30 October and created a significant tilt
from the surface to the 700 mb center. On
the 31st, the hard convection was associated
with the 700 mb center, displaced approxi-
mately 60 nm (111 km) west-northwest of the
weakening surface center (Figure 3-26-3) .
JTWC issued the final warning at 3106OOZ
since the 30 kt (15 m/s) surface center was
no longer expected to become aligned with
the mid-level center and the convection.
This prognosis held true, but because
Warren’s low-level circulation was still in
a region of positive, low-level vorticity,
dissipation occurred much slower than was
forecast. Satellite imagery still showed
that a well-defined low-level circulation
was present 24 hours after the last warning
was issued. Warren’s displaced convection
crossed the central Vietnam coast on
1 November with moderate to heavy rain
forecast. The combination of the northeast
monsoon and dissipating surface circulation
just offshore resulted in 30 to 35 kt
(15 to 18 mls) winds along the Vietnam
coast. By 1800z on 1 November the surface
circulation was no longer discernible on
satellite imagery and synoptic data on 2
November was inconclusive as to the location
of the weakening surface center. Warren had
finally dissipated.

F.@he 3-26-3. The pzJu%F& expobed low--?evet
cdm&vXon cents tip-heed 60 to 70 nm (111to
167km] hotihm~ 06 the 700mb cen-tem.The noMh-
emitmotioonb pdti.ngthe Low-Levelcentehto the
holLthloeAt. Th.iA imuge.ayutu &zkin jub.t 60UA how.
ptio~.to theta btuww.ing(310d04ZQcXobet VAISP
Vi.busti.mag(ny).
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